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ASYMPTOTIC BEHAVIOR OF SYSTEMS

OF LINEAR ORDINARY DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS

E. C. TOMASTLK

Abstract. Conditions will be placed on the m x m matrices G(i) and G¿(í)

to assure that for any integer k = 1,... ,n, the linear differential system

x\ = Gi(t)xi+1,       i = l,...,n —1,

Xn = G(t)x1,

where the i¿ are mxm matrices, has a solution (xi,...,xn) with the property

that Xfc(t) —<• / (the identity matrix) and if k < n, x,(t) —► 0, i = fe +1,...,n,

as t —> co. Furthermore, important bounds on the xt(t) will be given. Some of

these conditions will require that / |G| < oo while others will not. Corollaries

will be given for special cases such as (R(t)x")" = G(t)x. No selfadjointness

conditions are assumed; however, the results are new even in the selfadjoint

case.

In this paper the asymptotic behavior of the matrix system

x\ = Gi(t)xi+i,      ¿ = 1,2,3,

U xA = G(t)Xl

will be studied, where G(i) and the G,(£) are mxm matrices of continuous functions

on [a, oo), a > 0. For a given integer k = 1,2,3,4, conditions will be placed on G(t)

and the G¿(í) which will insure the existence of a matrix solution (xi,x2,X3,X4)

of (1), each x¿ being an m X m matrix, such that Xfc(i) —► I (the identity matrix)

as t —► oo, and furthermore if fc < 4, x¿(í) —► 0 for i = k + 1,...,4, as t —► oo.

Some of these conditions will require that / |G| < oo, while others will not. Also,

important bounds on the x¿(í) will be shown to exist.

Extensions are given to

x; = G¿(í)x¿+1,      z' = l,...,n-l,

xn = G(t)xi.

The second order scalar case (m = 1, n = 2), has been studied by Hartman [1],

Hartman and Wintner [2], Hille [3] and Wintner [6, 7]. Shreve [5] obtained results

for the case n = 2, Gi(t) = i", G2(i) symmetric, and Rasmussen [4] for the general

n = 2 case.

In case the G¿(£) are all nonsingular, (1) can be written as the fourth order

equation

(2) (ß3(Ä2(ÄHl)')T = Gxi,
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382 E. C. TOMASTIK

where ñ¿ = G"1, i = 1,2,3. Two important cases of (2) will be considered. First if

d = G3 = I and R2 = R, then (2) is

(3) (Rx';y=Gxi.

If R = I, then (3) is just

(4) xf) = G(i)xi-

Theorem 1.   Assume f™\G(s)\ds < oo and define ^(t) = f™ \G(s)\ds.   Also

assume that
/»OO /»OO /»CO

/    |Gi(u)| /    |G2(v)| /    \G3(w)\1(w)dwdvdu
Ja Ju Jv

< OO.

Then there exists a solution (xi,x2,X3,X4) o/(l) such that xi(t) —► I and xt(t) —► 0

for i = 2,3,4. Furthermore there exists b>a, such that

(5) |a.2(t)|f |Gi(*)l<k^0,
J b

(6) |x3(í)||b |G2(u)|^U|Gi(w)|ifod«->0,

(7) |x4(i)| / |G3(u)| [U\G2(v)\ i" IdWl dwdvdu ^0,
J b J b J b

as t —► CO.

To establish Theorem 1, write (1) in the integral form

x4(i) = x±(a)-\- I   G(s)dsxi(b)+      G(s)      G\(u)dudsx2(c)
Ja Ja Jb

(8) + [ G(s) Tgi(u) [ G2(v)dvdudsx3(d)
Ja Jb Jc

pt ps pu pv

+ /   G(s) /   G%(u) /   Gï(v) /   G3(w)x4(w)dwdvduds.

Since we want xi(i) —> /, X2(t) —► 0, Xß(i) —► 0, x^{t) —► 0, we consider the integral

equation

/•OO /»OO /•oo poo poo

(9) z(t) = -l    G(s)ds+j    G(s)J    Gi(u)\    G2(v) I    G3(w)z(w)dwdvduds.

We must first show that a solution of this equation exists. Toward this end define

/»OO /»OO /»OO

Xi(t)= /    |Gi(3)|/    |G2(«)|/    \G3{vMv)dvduds.
Jt Js Ju

Set X = Xi(6), where b > a is large enough that \i(b) < \.   Define successive

approximations by z0(t) = — jt   G(s)ds,

/"OO /»OO /»OO /»OO

zk+1(t) = z0(t) +       G(s)       Gi(u) /    G2(u) /    G3{w)zk{w)dwdvduds.
Jt Js Ju Jv

Of course |zn(i)| < 7(0-   Now assume that Zk(t) is well defined, continuous and

satisfies

\zk(t)\ < l(t)[l + X + • • • + Xfc],   for t > b.
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Then
/■OO poo pOO pOO

\zk+1(t)\<l(t)+       \G(s)\       |Gi(«)|/    \G2(v)\       \G3(w)\1(w)dwdvduds
Jt Jb Ju Jv

X [1 + X + • • ■ + Xfc] = 7(i)[l + X + • • • + Xfc+1].

Thus Zk(t) is by induction well defined, continuous, and satisfies (10) for all fc. Let

Azk(t) = Zk(t) — Zk-i(t) for fc > 1. Then |Azi(i)| < ~y(i)X for t > b, and by induction

it readily follows that |Azfc(i)| < 7(i)Xfc, for t > b. Then ^Azjt(i) converges

uniformly on [b, oo) since X < \ and ^(t) is bounded. Thus zk(t) converges uniformly

on [b, oo) to (say) the continuous function z(t) and |z(i)| < 7(i)X^Xfc < 2')(t).

Since the appropriate integrals are bounded, z(t) is a solution to (9). Now define

x4(t) = z(t). Then

[poo poo poo

I-J    Gi(u)/    G2(v)J    G3(w)x4(w)dwdvdu

Now continue by defining

/»OO /«OO /»OO

Xi(t) = I—       Gi(u)       G2(v)       G3(w)x±(w)dwdvdu.
Jt Ju Jv

Then certainly since |x4(i)| = \z(t)\ < 2^(i) and \\(t) < oo, x\(t) —► / as t —► oo.

Then
/•OO /*oo

x'1(t) = G1(t)       G2(u)\    G3(v)x4(v)dvdu,
Jt Ju

and define x2(i) =/t   G2(u)ju G3(v)x±(v)dvdu. Then

/»OO

x'2(t) = -G2(t)J    G3(s)x4(s)ds,

and define x3(t) = — Jt   G3(s)x4(s)ds. Since x3(í) = G3(t)x4(£), (xi,x2,x3,x4) is a

solution to (1) with X\(t) —> /, x2(i) —► 0, x3(i) —> 0, x4(i) —♦ 0.

It now remains to establish the bounds given in the theorem for x2, x3 and x4.

Toward this end, make the following definitions:

X
/oo poo

|G3(S)h(s)ds,   Xa(t)-yt   \G2(s)\\3(s)ds.

Notice that Xi(t) = ft |Gi(s)|X2(s)ds. We shall now make use of the fact that if f(t)
and g(t) are nonnegative continuous functions and g(t) is nonincreasing, g(t) —* 0 as

t —► oo, and Jb f(s)g(s)ds < oo, then g(t)Jb f(s)ds —* 0 as í —► oo (cf. Rasmussen

[4, p. 14]). It follows that since \\(b) < oo, X2(i) is nonincreasing and \2(t) —► 0 as

t —► co, then X2(i)/b |Gi(s)| ds —► 0 as í —► oo. But, by definition of x2(i),

\x2(t)\<j~\G2(u)\j^   \G3(v)\\x4(v)\dvdu

poo poo

<2       \G2(u)\       \G3(v)\1(v)dvdu = 2\2(t).
Jt Ju

Thus

\x2(x)\f \G1(s)\ds<2\2(t)j |Gi(s)|ds->0   asi^co.

This establishes the first limit in Theorem 1, i.e., (5).
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Now by integrating by parts,

-M rM rMrM cm rM rs

/     \G1(s)\\2(s)ds = \2(M)       \Gi(3)\ds-       X2(s) /   |Gi(«)|d«ds
ti i \ Jb Jb Jb Jb
^      ' pM pM ps

= X2(M)yb    \G1(s)\ds + Jb    |G2(s)|X3(s)yb |Gi(u)|d«ds.

Since the first term on the right-hand side of (11) has already been shown to go to

zero as M goes to infinity, we have

/»OO rs /»oo

/    |G2(s)| /   \G1(u)\du\3(s)ds=       |Gi(s)|X2(s)ds = X1(&)<oo.
J b J b J b

Since X3(t) is nonincreasing and X3(i) —► 0 as t —* oo, it follows that

X3(í)í |G2(s)|y   |Gi(u)|duds->0   asi->oo.

By definition of x3(i), |x3(i)| < 2/t°° |G3(s)|7(s)ds = 2X3(i). Thus if t > b, then

|x3(i)|/fe |G2(s)|£|Gi(^)l^ds

<2\3(t)f \G2(s)\ j   \Gi{u)\duds^0   as t -* oo.

This establishes (6) in Theorem 1.

Integrating the second term in (11) by parts yields

rM rM

Jb    \G1(s)\\2(s)ds = \2(M)]b    |Gi(s)|da

p M ps

+ X3(M)yfc    |G2(s)|y   \Gx{u)\duds

pM ps pu

+ Jb    \G3(8)Ha)J   \G2(u)\Jb  \G!(v)\dvduds.

Since we have already shown that the first two terms on the right-hand side of this

last equation go to zero as M goes to infinity and since Xi(6) < oo, we obtain

fb   \G3(s)\ fb \G2(u)\ jb  ¡G^ldvdu^ds < oo.

But since i(t) is nonincreasing and i(t) —> 0 as t —► oo,

rt rS rU

l(t)l   \G3(s)\J   \G2(u)\\   |Gi(u)|d?;duds —0   asi^oo.

But since |x4(i)| < 2"y(i), this last limit then readily implies (7). This completes the

proof of Theorem 1.

The following corollaries are obtained by applying Theorem 1 to equations (4)

and (3), respectively.

Corollary 1. If fa Ju Jv Jw \G(s)\dsdwdvdu<<x>, then there exists a solu-

tion x(t) of the matrix equation x^ = G(t)x, such that x(i) —► I, í|x'(í)| —► 0,

í2|x"(í)| -> 0, í3|x'"(í)| -> 0, as t -> oo.
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Corollary 2. If ¡^ /J° |fí_1(u)| /J° /^° |G(s)| dsdwdvdu < oo, then there exists
b > a and a solution x of the matrix equation (R(t)x")" = G(t)x, such that x(t) —►

I,t\x'{t)\-+0,

\R(t)x"(t)\J s|fí-1(s)|ds^0,    \(R(t)x"(t))'\f JUs\R-1(s)\dsdu^O,

as t —y oo.

To establish the next to the last limit in Corollary 2, notice that Theorem 1

implies that

\R(t)x"(t)\ [ (s-6)|ñ-1(s)|ds-^0   así - oo
J b

and also \R(t)x"(t)\ —► 0 as —► oo. But

\R(t)x"(t)\j (s-b)\R-l(s)\ds

= \R(t)x"(t)\

r2b rt

/    (s-b^R-^s^ds-r-     (s-b)|H-1(s)|ds
Jb J2b

and hence \R(t)x"(t)\J*b(s-b)\R-l(s)\ds -> Oasr -»• oo. But

\R(t)x"(t)\ S b\R-\s)\ds <\R(t)x"(t)\ i {a-b)\RTx{s)\da-+Q
J2b J2b

as t —► oo and it follows that |ií(í)x"(í)| /b 6|iî_1(s)| ds —► 0 as t —> oo. This together

with |.fi(i)x"(t)| /6 (s — b)\R~1(s)\ ds —> 0 as t —► oo then establishes the next to the

last limit in Corollary 2. The last limit follows in a similar manner.

Theorem 2.  Assume that /a°° |G(s)| /a5 |G3(u)| duds < oo and

poo /-OO

/    |G2(s)|/    |G3(u)|7(u)duds<oo
Ja J s

where i(t) = /t |G(s)|/a |Gi(u)|duds. Given any 6 > 1 t/iere exists a b > a and a

solution (xi,x2,x3,x4) o/(l) such x2(t) —► /, x3(i) —► 0, x4(i) —► 0. os í —•> oo and

\xi{t)\<s[ |C?i(s)|ds,
Jblb

\x3(t)\      |G2(s)|ds->0   asi-»oo,
Jb

OO.x4(i)|( \G3(s)\j |G2(u)|duds->-0   ast

Recalling (8) and making note that we want x2 —> I, x3 —► 0, x4 —► 0, we consider

the integral equation

/•OO rs

z(t)= - \    G(s) \   Gi(u)duds
/•./Vi Jt Jb
\ííd) roo rs /»oo /»oo

-/    G(s)l   Gi(u)l    G2(v)l    G3(w)z(w)dwdvduds.
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For any b > a, define X2(6) to be /b   |G2(s)| /s   \G3(u)\~jb(u)duds, where

7b(í) = ^°°|G(S)|/jGiWl^dS.

Take b so large that X = X2(6) satisfies X < 1 and 1/(1 — X) < 6 (or 1 + <5X < 6).

Define successive approximations for (12) to be

/oo rs

G(s)l   Gi{u)duds,

/»oo ps poo poo

Zk+i(t) = z0(t) -       G(s)      Gi(u)       G2(v)       G3(w)zk(w)dwdvduds.
Jt Jb Ju Jv

The proof now proceeds precisely as in the proof of Theorem 1. We obtain a

solution to (12) and \z(t)\ < 7¡>(t)£X¿ = 7b(i)/(l - X) < 6^b(t). Define x4(i) = z(t)

and make the natural definitions (as in Theorem 1)

rt rt roo roo

xi(í)=/  Gi(s)ds+     Gi(s) /    G2(u)\    G3(v)x4(v)dvduds,
Jb Jb Js Ju

poo poo

x2{t) = I+ /    G2(s) /    G^(u)x4(u)duds,

/oo
G3(s)x4(s)ds.

We notice that |xi(i)| < (1 + <5X)/b |Gi(s)|ds < ¿/j,'|Gi(s)|ds, which is the bound

on |xi(i)| in Theorem 2.

Now define X3(i) = Jt |G3(s)|'yi,(s)ds which is finite by hypothesis. Then also

by hypothesis, X2(£) = Jt   |G2(s)|X3(s)ds < oo. But since X3(i) is nonincreasing and

X3(£) —► 0 as í —► oo, then X3(i)/6 |G2(s)|ds -♦ 0 as t —► oo. By definition of x3(i)

and since |x4(i)| < 6-)b(t), \x3(t)\ < <5X3(i). Thus

\x3{t)\J   \G2(s)\ds<6\3(t)f |G2(s)|ds^0   asi^oo,

which establishes the limit in Theorem 2 that involves x3.

To establish the last limit in Theorem 2, integrate the following term by parts

and obtain
rM rM rM rS

jb    \G2(s)\\3(s)ds = \3(M)Jb    \G2(s)\ds + Jb    \G3(s)\lb(s)Jb \G2(u)\duds.

Recall that we have already shown that the first term on the right-hand side of the

last equation goes to zero as M —* oo; thus

X2(6) = jb   |G2(s)|X3(s)ds = ¡b   \G3(s)\ Jb \G2(u)\dulb(s)ds.

Since 7b(i) is nonincreasing and 7b(i) —► 0 as t —* oo, it follows that

7b(i)/ \G3(s)\J   |G2(u)|duds->0   as t -> oo.

Then

|x4(í)||b |G3(s)|/S|G2(«)|dUd5<67b(i)!b \G3(s)\fb\G2(u)\duds^0

as t —► oo. This establishes the last limit in Theorem 2 and completes the proof.
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Corollary. If Ja Ju Jv s\G(s)\dsdvdu < oo and S > 1. then there exists a

solution o/x<iv) = G(t)x such that \x(t)\ < 6t and x'(t) -> I, t\x"(t)\ -> 0, í2|x'"(í)| -►

0 as t —> oo.

Theorem 3.  Assume that Ja  \G(s)\ Ja\Gi(u)\Ja \G2(v)\dvduds < oo and

/»OO

/    |G3(s)|7(s)ds<oo
Jo

where 7(f) = /t |G(s)|/as |Gi(s)|/au \G2(v)\dvduds. Given any 6 > 1 there exists a

b>a and a solution (xi,x2,x3,x4) of (I) such thatx3(t) —> I andx4(t) —* 0 ast —> oo

and

\xi{t)\<ßj \G!(s)\J \G2(u)\duds,

\x2(t)\<6Jb \G2(s)\ds,

\xA(t)\      |G3(s)|ds->0   as t-> oo.
Jb

To prove Theorem 3 one considers the integral equation

/OO pS puG(s)j   Gi(u)/   G2(v)dvduds

poo ps pu poo

+       G(s)      Gi(u) /   G2(v)       G3(w)z(w)dwdvduds.
Jt Jb Jv Jv

The proof proceeds just as in Theorems 1 and 2.

Corollary. Iffa Ju s2\G(s)\dsdu < oo and6 > 1. then there exists a solution

ofxW = G(t)x such that \x(t)\ < \6t2, \x'(t)\ < 6t, x"(t) -» I, t\x'"(t)\ -> 0 as t -> oo.

Theorem 4. // /a°° |G(s)| /as |Gi(u)| /" \G2(v)\ /0" |G3(w)| dwdvduds < oo and

r5 > 1, i/ien i/iere exi'sis a solution (xi, x2, x3, x4) o/(l) suc/i í/iaí x4(í) —* I as t —► oo

and

\xi(t)\<6Jb ¡G^fb \G2(u)\JbUG3(v)\dvduds,

\x2(t)\<ôjb \G2(s)\fb \G3(u)\duds,

\x3(t)\<S f \G3(s)\ds.
J bfb

To prove Theorem 4, one considers

pt pS pU pV

(13) z(t) = I+l  G(s)J   Gi(ti)/   G2(v)/   G3(w)«(u;)dti;ctoduda

and the successive approximations given by zo(t) = I,

rt rs ru rv

zk+i(t) = I+      G(s)      Gi(u)      G2(v)      G3(w)zk(w) dwdvduds.

Define \(b) to be fb   |G(s)|/6 |Gi(u)|/b \G2(v)\Jb |G3(w)|dwdvduds and pick b so

large that X = \(b) is so small that X<1, 1/(1 — X)< s/6 and if A is any mxm
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matrix with \A — I\ < X then àet A # 0 and \A~X\ < \ß. Actually it is easy to

see using well-known theorems on lower bounds of | det A\ of matrices A dominated

by diagonal elements that if \A-I\ < 1/m, then ¡det A\ > (l/m)m > 0. (Use the

matrix norm \A\ = \(Aij)\ = max, V ■ |Aj|») That we can make |A_1| < y/6 follows

simply from the continuity of the inverse operation and of the norm operation.

Proceeding as before, one readily obtains a solution to (13) with \z(t)\ < |/|^Xl =

1/(1 — X) < Vf5. We must show that lim z(t) exists. Toward this end consider any

t2 > ¿i, then

\z{t2)-z(ti)\<Vôf 2\G(s)\j |Gi(u)|y  \G2(v)\j  \G3(w)\dwdvduds

< \6\(t\) —* 0   as£i—>-oo.

This shows that lim z(t) = L exists. But since \z(t) —1\ < X, \L —1\ < X and by

choice of X, det L / 0 and |L_1| < \fè. Now define x4(i) = z(t)L~x so that x4(i) —► /

as t —► oo. Also |x4(i)| < \z(t)\ \L~l\ < S. Define

/t ru rv

Gi(u)      G2(v)      G3(w)xi(w)dwdvdu

and it follows immediately that

\xi(t)\<sj |Gi(u)|/   \G2(v)\[  \G3(w)\dwdvdu.

The other inequalities in Theorem 4 follow in a similar manner.

Corollary. If fa s3|G(s)|ds < oo and 6 > 1, there exists a solution o/x^lv' =

G(t)x such that \x(t)\ < i<5i3, |x'(i)| < \èt2, \x"(t)\ < 6t, x'"(t) -* I as t -+ oo.

By certain simple rearrangements of the equations in (1), twelve more asymptotic

results can be obtained. For example, if the last equation in (1) is made the first

equation, we obtain

(14) x4 = Gxi,   x'1 = Gix2,   x'2 = G2x3,   X3 = G3x4.

Similarly, the other two rearrangements are

(15) x3 = G3x4,   x4 = Gxi,   x\ = G\x2,   x'2 = G2x3,

and

(16) X2 = G2x3,   X3 = G3x4,   X4 = Gxi,   x'1 = Gix2.

Each of the four theorems already given can now be applied to each of the three

previous equations to obtain an additional twelve asymptotic results. As an example

of how this works consider (15). In equation (15), define z\ = x3, z2 = x4, z3 =

xi, z4 = x2, Hi = G3, H2 = G,H3 = Gi, H = G2. Then (15) is just

(17) z\=HiZi,   z'2 = H2z3,   z'3 = H3z4,   z'4 = Hzi,

which is in exactly the form of (1). Each of the previous four theorems can now

be applied to (17) to obtain different asymptotic results for (1). Let us further

illustrate this by applying Theorem 3 to (17).
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Theorem 5.  //

/»oo /»oo rU rV

/    |Gi(s)| /    |G2(u)| /   |G3(v)| /   |G(w)|di(;dî;duds<oo
Ja Js Ja Ja

and 6 > 1, í/ien i/iere exists ab > a and a solution (x\,x2,x3,x4) of (1) such that

Xi(i) —► J and

\x2(t)\ i |Gi(s)|ds->0   as t-> 00,

\x3{t)\<ôfb \G3(s)\jb \G(u)\duds,

\x4(t)\<6 [ \G(s)\ds.
J b

Corollary. If fa fa |i?_1(n)| /a /a |G(u>)| dwdvdu < 00 and<5 > 1. rnen there

exists b>a and a solution x of(Rx")" = Gx such that x(t) —► I, í|x'(í)| —> 0 as t —> 00

and

\R(t)x"(t)\<6Í J   \G(u)\duds,   \(R(t)x"(t))'\ <ë f \G(s)\ds.

The advantage of a result such as Theorem 5 (or the Corollary to Theorem 5) is

that it does not require that / |G| < 00; however, it does require that / |G2| < 00

(or / |i?_11 < 00). The advantage of Theorem 3 (or the Corollary to Theorem 3)

is that it does not require that / |G2| < 00 (or /°° \R~X < 00), but it does require

that / |G| < 00. In the same manner the advantage of the other eleven results

alluded to above, also do not require that /   |G| < 00.

The rearrangement procedure given here is equivalent to replacing the integral

equation (8), which involves x4, with an equation involving only one of the terms

xi,x2 or x3.

The previous results given for n = 4 can readily be extended to any n. For

example, Theorem 1 can be generalized as

Theorem A. Assume Ja \G(s)\ < 00 and define ^(t) = /t |G(s)| ds. Also assume

that

poo poo poo poo

/    |Gi(r)|/    |G2(a)|"./    |Gn_a(w)| /    \Gn-1(w)\1(w)dwdvdr
Ja Jt Ju Jv

< OO.

Then there exists a solution (xi, x2,..., xn) of (A) such that xi(£) —► I, x¿(í) —* 0, i =

2,3,..., n, as t —» 00. Furthermore, there exists b>a such that

\x2(t)\f |Gi(3)|ds-»0,
Jb

\x3(t)\ fb \G2(s)\ ¡' |Gi(u)| duds - 0,

Cn(i)| fb \Gn-i(r)\ [ |G„_2(s)|. ■ ■ [ \GM\ dv- ■ -drds - 0

as t —»■ 00.
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To establish Theorem A, consider the integral equation

/OO

G(s)ds

+ (-l)n f°°G(r)í   G^a)—T Gn-2{v) í   Gn-1(w)z(w)dwdv---dsdr,
Jt Jr Ju Jv

which is the analog of (9). The proof proceeds as in Theorem 1.
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